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ABSTRACT

Along with the rising development of mobile communications business, sending the advertising messages to the customers by cell phone becomes the new way for media to promote their products. Currently, the articles about mobile advertising messages in Taiwan only investigate into the customers not into the factors which affect the corporations. Therefore, this research is to discuss the strategic factors of the mobile advertisement which affect corporations' decisions. This research is also based on the theory of innovation expansion of Roger. Sorting the relative articles in the past and establishing the model of this research. We sort the factors of the mobile advertisement which affect corporations' decisions to seven parts. There are " Relative Advantage ", " Compatibility ", " Complexity ", " Top Management ", " Competitive Pressure ", " Size ", and " Customer Acceptance ". This research uses questionnaire in paper, and the target is the service industry in Taiwan. After having a sampling survey from the top 500 companies which were announced by Common Wealth Magazine in 2007, it is found that competitive pressure and customer acceptance positively affect the strategies when corporations think about using the mobile advertisement and the R2 is 73%. I hope the conclusion of this research can be the reference for the corporations and other researches in the future.
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